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Abstract 
The assessment space for digitized libraries (DL) focuses on a variety of criteria, such as sufficiency, quality, 

and execution, which can be seen from many perspectives. Knowledge oriented, ability oriented and human 

oriented management emphasizes to the theoretical knowledge management in digital library. This paper 

basically focuses on thetopicthat how organization can be developed by practicing with more resources, tools in 

advance library information system. Domain knowledge of library-based information that identify the digital 

information resources. It also carries out the analysis organization and processing of resources which generate 

input and output bring the value for any type of informal solution of many existing problems in digitized library 

sectors. This study also compares the learning execution and satisfaction of learners who use computerized 

assets in libraries literacy' that Google look motor in problem-solving learning for the same subject via the 

problem-based learning mode. In where, study also explores the advantages and peculiarities of using digital 

files to support and offers practical ideas for using sophisticated e-Learning approaches.  
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I. Introduction 
A computerized library, also known as an internet library, an online library, a computerized store, or an 

advanced collection, is a web-based database of computerized items that can include content, still images, 

sound, video, advanced records, or other computerized media designs. The computerized library, as the 

knowledge treasure house of human civilization, is a typical platform and institution that can conserve and 

disseminate information, and it incorporates the information management idea into its own operation in a 

common way.The use of information management hypotheses and methods are to guide the building and 

administration of digitized libraries, improve their own capacity for sustainable improvement, and ensure the 

survival which can improve the digital Libraries in the future.In the information era, a computerized library is an 

advancement over a traditional library. It not only incorporates traditional library capabilities to provide 

appropriate open data access administrations, but it also coordinates various information assets functions to 

provide full open data access administrations. The Computerized Library, it may be argued, will become an 

open data hub and a focal point in the future.A computerized library can be a virtual library without a physical 

wall, a framework of information organization that is built and shared by many people and can be expanded 

based on an organized environment, or a data centre that is super large-scaled and dispersedthat is effectively 

utilized without the constraints of space-time and can achieve cleverly look which associate-library consistent 

connect [2] [3]. 

 

II. Digitized Library with Knowledge Management 
Information management is defined as the integration of human and technical knowledge through the 

use of administrative and technical means, the formation of a set of behaviors and a culture for sharing 

information, and the creation of societal values through information application and innovation [4].The key 

determinant of victory in the world of high competition is ability.  Successful information management must be 

implemented to provide clients with all-encompassing and multi-level administrations of high effectiveness that 

consider as good quality, which is also an urgent requirement for college libraries in the knowledge-driven 

market [5] [6].Moreover, it is an extraordinary moment for human society in the twenty-first century, an age of 

knowledge-driven economy, in which information develops with aggregate in terms of quality and quantity, 

profundity and breadth, intention and extension. Some key points as discussed in figure 1, below that necessitate 

for digitized libraries. 
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Figure 1: Integrated Knowledge Management System with Digital Library [9] 

 

A. Development process of digitized libraries 

Libraries must focus on the administration of data collecting, capacity, organization, and conveyance, 

create instrument and stage for the interaction of inferred and express information, which then innovate 

information to meet the needs of societal improvement to satisfy the needs of various users.The field of 

computerized library innovation is extremely broad, necessitating a number of innovative breakthroughs, such 

as content-based interactive media looking innovation and benefit innovation of insights, personalization, and 

mechanization, in order to fully realize the true potential of advanced libraries.So, in order to properly achieve 

information administration in college advanced libraries, a natural linkage between data and data, data and data 

clients, data and the technique of data era, which is the important figure for university advanced libraries to 

outlast and create that should be made.As a result, knowledge management is also a requirement for the growth 

of university digital libraries for further development key features. 

 

B. Knowledge based digitized storage 

We must learn to confront the current and inspired truth that the knowledge base capacity framework is 

the most important component in constructing for any information, that also relates to the adequacy and quality 

of information benefit. In the meantime, the design of anyinformation base will be a key component of digitized 

library information management system. In a nutshell, as can be stated that the goal of the information base 

strategy is to create a competent service knowledge base system that allows for complete mental flexibility in 

terms of storing, retrieving, and utilizing information. 

 

C. Resource granularity of digitized libraries 

Some research found that 'Early adopters' get to use and plan dynamically with online assets. Users 

who were more active created more instructional businesses with greater substance and online assets than those 

who were less engaged. Clients in general appeared to value advanced library assets, and at a finer level than 

cataloged [8]. 

 

III. Digitized and Globalized  
Digitized and globalizedboth terms relevant to libraries weretechnical mechanism support as 

knowledge management. Specially university libraries such case knowledge organization and management 

require the established system to support and control knowledge management activities. University 

computerized libraries might be a management framework for broadband mixed media distribution and massive 

data, with storage objects and innovation fields far beyond the current reach of traditional libraries.Because 

information administration may ensure high-quality information that benefit aims for computerized libraries, it 

is the most important slant to keep and utilize information administration research to guide the growth of 

computerized libraries [9].In this case, supporting mechanisms required into the digitized libraries where 

globalized usually integrated with the knowledge management.Several features are given based on its 

mechanism of digitized and globalized. 
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i. Institutions Resource:  

In some cases, internal dependencies, large granularity resources are intended to be used with small 

modifications as necessary for institutions. In most cases, Web resource as considered as simply appears within 

digitized libraries. Typical resources well known that saved its URL in the IA [8]. Digital Library Federation use 

as the key link of Digital Information Resources where web 2.0 as applied for organization and processing as 

input [14]. The position and role of small and medium part libraries in the Web2.0 environment is no more 

discretionary, but fundamental and unique, as can be seen in the long-tail impact of data assets and asset 

administrations. Some problems in data preparation in the Federation are suggested by space examination, but 

this is not to rule out the viability of related work exercises by the Advanced Library Alliance. However, it 

appears that there will be difficulty in orderly development to reach the next semantic level, and such trouble 

can be precisely uncovered through space examination [14]. As the Digital Library Federation belongs to the 

informal loose type in the Virtual Organizations and is classified as in full accordance with the voluntary 

principle and there is an effective exit mechanism [8].  

 

ii. Linked data on semantic web:  

Different sources of data come from different systems within library organizations. It could be different 

systems from different organisations.  Their content, capacity regions, and capacity methods may be completely 

different, but they are all connected. Connected data is a fundamental component of integrating that coordinated 

items into the global semantic web. Mainly linked data system structure mainly integrated with resource layer 

and Integration layer [10]. Local resources include dataset that have been published as linked data, and 

information resources that have not been published as linked data. External resources include linked data sets 

and all kinds of resources in the form of non-associated data integrated into the linked data sets. These resources 

can be divided into different types according to different standards. On the other hand, Integration layer get 

related data in different ways for integration. Datasets that have been released as linked information, as well as 

data assets that have not been distributed as connected information, are included in neighbourhood assets. 

Connected information sets and all types of assets in the form of non-associated information coordinates are 

included as outside assets in connected information sets. These assets can be divided into many groups based on 

various criteria. Integration layer, on the other hand, obtains related information in a variety of ways for 

the integration purpose of the semantic web library.  

 

iii. Automatic Recognition: 

In general, advanced libraries should be able to prepare a large number of different document types. 

Metadata collecting and labelling can be a time-consuming, error-prone, and labour-intensive task. There has 

been a lot of research into automated archive classification, which uses literary data from the documents, layout-

specific data, or a combination of the two.Research proved that labels of the constituent document images are 

used to predict the label of the overall documentof digitized library [11]. National Science Digital Library 

(NSDL) following typical infrastructure where facilitated social evolution integrated with technology [12]. 

 

IV. Federation of Digital Library 
A digital library basically contained as expanded information gathering capacity, preparation, and 

administrations provides its own virtual organization form-digital library alliance-as an untapped drive of the 

web age [14].The Advanced Library Alliance is rated as in complete agreement with the voluntary principle and 

has a successful exit mechanism since it has a place in the informal free sort within the Virtual Organizations 

[15].Federation of digital library hold by key link for the resource information in a digital form. Key benefit 

brings to this issue where information costs as reduce on an average. The "long tail effect" of data assets and 

asset administrations under the Web2.0 environment can help small and medium part libraries become more 

important in the League, and modern cognition of the input. It also secures truly complementing each other to 

improve the overall competitiveness.  Space investigation hypothesis and unused hypothesis were individually 

connected under Web2.0 data environment where to conduct research on advanced data assets organization and 

handling of alliance and assets input and profit of league members, and existing issues were identified, as well 

as a preparatory arrangement conceptdefine on there [14] [17]. 

 

V. Principle Integration of Library Information Resources 
Library information resources mostly integrated with some of the specific utilization rules. Under the 

condition of digitization, the rule of being characteristics is indeed more critical within the integration of data 

assets due to the convenience of Web conveyance. A few standards that are relevant to the advanced structured 

environment should be accepted in addition to following the general standards of data asset development, such 

as the rule of common sense, the client paramount rule, the rule of efficient, and quirky standards [18].Including 

with optimization, security policy, principle of continuity, principle of stereo etc. In some cases, the primary 
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data contains a diverse range of assets with substantial information. As a result, the first information is chaotic 

in nature, necessitating our selection of data by removing repeating fruitless data, selecting and organizing those 

of high viable esteem, high-quality, definitive, and solid data after handling into the Internet [18].For the 

primary data, people can organize it using free content mode, super content mode, or domestic web mode. Free 

content mode is primarily used for the creation of full-text databases; the full-text data outside organize that 

personcan created or collected is the one that needs to be organized, and the unused assets to input organize. The 

approach of Hypertext is to organically organize data of linked content on the arrange so that customers can start 

at any hub to view and inquire about data from a different point, which is the most widely used organization 

method of primary data receive [19]. The domestic page is similar to the record fonds on an organization Act, 

which is used for business or personal information. 

 

iv. Utilization Tools for Digitized Library 

Many software toolkits used to manage digitized library. E.g., The primary release of OpenDLib 

includes administrations to help with report accommodation, depiction, ordering, look, browsing, recovery, 

access, conservation, and visualization, as well as client access administration. Furthermore, the toolkit can 

effectively manage benefit events and related transportation arrangements. The OpenDLib administrations carry 

out the DL (Digital Library) utility with little reservations about the type of the records to be stored and 

disseminated. If necessary, the framework can be supplemented with additional services to satisfy unique 

requirements. The entire collection of administrations might be controlled and supported by a single or a large 

number of companies that collaborate to maintain the common DL, each agreeing to their own computational 

requirements [20][21]. Other like ARTE is a DL created for supporting the activities of the homonymous 

projects. Typical project proposed by multidisciplinary community of research that study the learning style, 

especially the complex interactions between images and words from its different perspectives. Two typical 

activities necessary for collection of documents as well as access [22]. Some interface like NIKE as seen below 

figure 2, as designed from National Services Division that combine all the elements [24].  

 

 
Figure: 2: NIKE system as view from user [24] 

 

Another tool „My Resources‟ tool help to search for browsing results and add web resources. „My 

Projects‟ tools also create web pages as well as instructional projects [8]. OCR tool help to obtain the textual 

representation other than that image documents and textual content are classified with state-of-the-art 

classifiers[11]. Knowledge organization tool known as information retrieval language also organize orderly 

manner as form of collection of subject access points [14]. Library automation study most significant projects 

and essentially part of information infrastructure. This can be arousing world attention. Using latest computing 

technology this can be done. Data complexation in modern technology one of the barriers that need to be 

overcome in this case. 

 

VI. Knowledge Creation for Digitization 
Library Knowledge process, technology infrastructure, excavation knowledge, process of knowledge 

management or service help to create for digitization. To serve the target customers more effectively, 

information supervisors must gain a hold on the convenience of connected information, which makes a 

difference in developing the practicability, veracity, and novelty of data collected in information 

bases.Information uncovering can make an in-depth uncovering of sufficient information and data, analyse their 

relationship and guarantee the consistency, astuteness and security of information [26].The library information 

administration framework of unequivocal information and implied information is shaped to run and use 

visualized inferred information, which can truly bolster the library information administration framework of 

unequivocal information and implied information in all-around advancement technique for digitization. Modern 

technology depends on the treatment such as knowledge excavations, text excavation technology and web 

excavations [28]. This also help to make deep-seated content documents as well as the valuable relationship 
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knowledge among documents. It also interacts with user knowledge base, feedback and adjustment. This process 

usually embodies the intelligent and personalized in search trend [27].  

 

VIII. Discussion and Conclusion 
The formation of the Digital Library is dependent on the availability of digital information resources. 

In the information economy, computerized libraries and information administration are underutilized. In some 

ways, computerized library administration is similar to information management. Information Administration 

highlights humanities and emphasizes information advancement and expansion, whereas a computerized library 

highlights logic and emphasizes the application of data innovation and organizational support.Knowledge 

management will be presented by Advanced Library to internal and external administrations, as well as 

organizational format. This will introduce underutilized computerized library administration concepts and 

modes, as well as enhance the improvement of computerized library that knowledge-based or known as new-

style computerized library. This utilization of knowledge management help to practice with digitization library 

resources.  
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